We use a suite of SPH simulations to investigate the susceptibility of protoplanetary discs to the effects of self-gravity as a function of star-disc properties. We also include passive irradiation from the host star using different models for the stellar luminosities. The critical disc-to-star mass ratio for axisymmetry (for which we produce criteria) increases significantly for low-mass stars. This could have important consequences for increasing the potential mass reservoir in a proto Trappist-1 system, since even the efficient Ormel et al. (2017) formation model will be influenced by processes like external photoevaporation, which can rapidly and dramatically deplete the dust reservoir. The aforementioned scaling of the critical M d /M * for axisymmetry occurs in part because the Toomre Q parameter has a linear dependence on surface density (which promotes instability) and only an M 1/2 * dependence on shear (which reduces instability), but also occurs because, for a given M d /M * , the thermal evolution depends on the host star mass. The early phase stellar irradiation of the disc (for which the luminosity is much higher than at the zero age main sequence, particularly at low stellar masses) can also play a key role in significantly reducing the role of self-gravity, meaning that even Solar mass stars could support axisymmetric discs a factor two higher in mass than usually considered possible. We apply our criteria to the DSHARP discs with spirals, finding that self-gravity can explain the observed spirals so long as the discs are optically thick to the host star irradiation.
INTRODUCTION
The gravitational instability (GI) of circumstellar discs has important consequences for the transport of angular momentum, placing constraints on the possible mass/radius of a disc and ultimately for understanding planet formation (Lin & Pringle 1987; Rice et al. 2010) . At some mass, selfgravity will cause deviations from axisymmetry through spirals which can survive in a quasi-stable state for extended periods of time (Gammie 2001; ). If a disc cools quickly enough relative to its dynamical timescale, Q < 1−2. Here c s is the sound speed, Σ is the surface density and Ω is the epicyclic frequency. For a given stellar mass, we would expect Q to decrease as the disc mass increases, if the sound speed remains constant. Hence, there is a disc mass above which we'd expect the disc to become gravitationally unstable. For discs still accreting from some natal core, the disc mass will increase if the mass accretion rate through the disc is smaller than the ambient accretion rate onto the disc. We would therefore expect such discs to eventually become gravitationally unstable (Kratter et al. 2010; Hayfield et al. 2011) .
One way to estimate the gravitational stability of a disc is to consider the disc-to-star mass ratio. For example, Kratter & Lodato (2016) re-write equation 1 in terms of this ratio, assuming Q <∼ 1 for instability, to give
as the criterion for instability, where f subsumes factors of order unity related to the surface density profile. If the disc temperature term doesn't vary much with stellar mass, then this expression implies that low-mass stars should be able to support relatively high disc-to-star mass ratios. The temperature of inner parts of the disc will certainly vary with stellar mass, but at the larger radii where gravitational instability operates the temperature will probably have reached some floor value T floor ∼ 10 K.
Higher stable M d /M * for low-mass stars could be extremely important for explaining the abundance of planets around low-mass stars such as Trappist-1, where the planet formation efficiency would have to be extremely high if M d /M * were the canonical ∼ 0.1 (the typical value of the disc aspect ratio, H/R). This was highlighted by Haworth et al. (2018) , who studied the evolution of discs around possible Trappist-1 precursors including accretion of dust grains onto the parent star and entrainment of dust in a photoevaporative wind due to irradiation by nearby stars in the natal stellar cluster. These models demonstrated that M d /M * has to be > 0.1 to retain enough solids to produce the ∼ 5.5 M ⊕ of planets observed towards that system so far (Gillon et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017) , even if extremely high planet formation efficiencies were permitted (e.g. Ormel et al. 2017; Schoonenberg et al. 2019 ). According to Haworth et al. (2018) , for M d /M * = 0.1 it is often rendered impossible to produce the planets we observe in Trappist-1, as the mass reservoir drops too rapidly (<< 1 Myr). Conversely, if the initial disc-to-star mass ratio for a proto-Trappist-1 were more massive than canonically expected then GI should not lead to so widespread fragmentation (consistent with Boss 2011) since the masses of the planets we are detecting are too low to have resulted from that mechanism . The higher disc mass would either have to remain stable, or sustain a quasi-steady state in which spiral density waves may develop but in which fragmentation does not happen .
Another challenge for planet formation around lowmass stars is that the radial drift of dust grains occurs at higher velocity due to the lower angular velocity at any given radius (Weidenschilling 1977; Nakagawa et al. 1986; Johansen et al. 2006; Birnstiel et al. 2012) . This leads to more rapid accretion onto the star and greater likelihood of destructive collisions. A larger disc mass reservoir would help to address the problem this poses to planet formation and if spirals can be present without fragmenting, they may accelerate planetesimal growth to then potentially form planets via Core Accretion ).
Finally, Morales et al. (2019) recently discovered a 0.46 Jupiter mass planet around a 0.12 M star on a 204 day orbit, which they propose formed via GI, further suggesting that massive discs may exists around low-mass stars.
Despite the potential importance of higher disc-to-star mass ratios at low stellar masses, it is a commonplace assumption that the maximum value is ∼ 0.1. However it is known that higher disc-to-star mass ratios can be sustained with self-gravitating discs that are quasi-stable (e.g. ). Nevertheless it is not an unreasonable approach to have taken; even given the expected M −1/2 * scaling, an assumed upper limit on the ratio of ∼ 0.1 should be accurate to within about 50 per cent down to the upper limit on M dwarf masses. However the stable disc-to-star mass ratio could deviate by a, potentially critical, factor ∼ 3.5 by the 0.08 M stellar mass of Trappist-1. This overlooked scaling could be very important for understanding, apparently very prolific, planet formation in the low stellar mass regime. The potential importance of higher disc-to-star mass ratios, permitting quasi-steady self-gravitating discs was recently highlighted by Nixon et al. (2018) in their discussion of the maximum mass Solar nebula. They argue that this closer link to the initial properties as determined by the star formation process, including features like spirals that concentrate dust, can play a key role in the the early production of planetesimals.
The scaling of the maximum stable disc mass with stellar mass and disc size in equation 2 is also relatively simple. It is the variation of the disc temperature which is most difficult to gauge. Not only is the temperature an important quantity for determining the onset of instability, it also sets the nature of the subsequent instability (such as how it fragments). An approach to considering the thermal properties, without having to include complex microphysics, has involved parameterising the ratio of the cooling timescale to the dynamical timescale using β ≡ 2πt cool /t dyn . For large enough β (typically >∼ 3), cooling is slower than heating and the disc will tend to be stable against fragmentation (Gammie 2001; Rice et al. 2005) . Due to computational reasons, calculations setting this β using a variety of prescriptions have been extremely popular for investigating GI (e.g. Mejía et al. 2005; Meru & Bate 2011 , but miss the details of the actual thermodynamics. Other more direct cooling treatments have been implemented, such as the approximate radiative transfer schemes of Whitehouse & Bate (2004) , Stamatellos et al. (2007) , Forgan et al. (2009) and Lombardi et al. (2015) . A comparison of some of these methods, including against β cooling models, is made by Mercer et al. (2018) . In addition to these more sophisticated cooling methods, radiation from the central star can also increase the temperature, which is not accounted for in β cooling models, but has been shown to generally stabilise the disc against fragmentation (e.g. Cai et al. 2008; Meru & Bate 2010; Kratter & Murray-Clay 2011; Rice et al. 2011; Hall et al. 2016) From Kratter & Lodato (2016) and equations 1 and 2 we do have an anticipated scaling of disc stability with stel-lar mass. However this has not yet been directly confirmed with simulations (Backus & Quinn 2016 , model isothermal discs around 0.3 M M stars for discs of radius from 1/3 to 30 AU and for M d /M * from 0.033 to 0.266 and find GI can occur, but do not model how the behaviour is sensitive to stellar mass). An additional issue is that the evolution of a self-gravitating disc becomes increasingly global for discto-star mass ratios above 0.5 . Hence, some of the simple scalings no longer apply. Though note that found that even massive discs seem to roughly obey the fragmentation criteria, requiring cooling on shorter than dynamical timescales.
In this paper we present a suite of 3D SPH simulations of discs of different mass and extent for different stellar masses. We also compute models with and without irradiation of the disc by the host star. Our aim is to determine for what disc-to-star mass ratios discs remain axisymmetric, as well as the qualitative nature of any spirals and whether or not such discs are likely to undergo fragmentation, as a function of stellar mass. In particular we aim to investigate whether systems such as Trappist-1 can sustain large disc-tostar mass ratios without fragmenting and, like Nixon et al. (2018) , highlight that it should not be taken for granted that the upper limit on the disc mass is always just 0.1 M * .
PROLOGUE: EXPECTATIONS FROM 1D MODELS
The main focus of this paper is (radiation) hydrodynamic calculations of discs to probe the gravitational stability for different star/disc parameters. However we begin by directing existing semi-analytic models to the problem to quickly gauge the expected impact on stability of varying the stellar mass. Note that these illustrative 1D models assume that angular momentum and energy transport via gravitational instability can be regarded as a local phenomenona , which breaks down for disc-to-star mass ratios M d /M * > 0.5 . We do, however, apply it to situations where there are disc-to-star mass ratios M d /M * > 0.5, in which case global effects -that are not considered -do become important. Hence, these 1D models should simply be treated as extrapolations from existing semi-analytic models to further motivate the SPH simulations that follow.
1D Time dependent self-gravitating disc models
Before delving into full hydrodynamic simulations, we consider the longer term evolution of self-gravitating discs around stars of different masses. We do so using the 1D framework of Rice & Armitage (2009) . It is described in full in that paper and also neatly summarized by Hall et al. (2019) , so we do not describe the algorithm in any detail here. Though we note that it involves solving the Lynden-Bell & Pringle (1974) surface density evolution equation assuming thermal equilibrium and angular momentum transport dominated by self-gravity. We include the gravitational potential both from the host star and the disc itself. These models do not account for heating due to irradiation by the host star. Although these calculations are not able to capture the full nature of stability of the discs, the effective α viscosity does give soft limits on the behaviour. The general expectation is that if the pseudo-viscous α is less than ∼ 0.1, the disc can settle into a quasi-steady state in which GI acts to transport angular momentum outwards, allowing mass to accrete onto the central protostar. On the other hand, if the pseudo-viscous α exeeds ∼ 0.1, a disc is likely to fragment to form bound objects, potentially of planetary mass (Gammie 2001; Rice et al. 2003 Rice et al. , 2005 . We computed the time evolution of discs around 0.1 and 1.0 M stars, with initial disc-to-star mass ratios of ∼ 1 and an outer radius of 100 AU. This initial disc mass is high, but such values do appear in the simulations of star formation that naturally produce discs (Bate 2018) . The evolution of the disc-to-star mass ratio and self-gravitationally driven effective α viscosity is given for each model in Figure 1 .
In the Solar mass case (the upper panels of Figure 1 ) the disc mass depletes rapidly, dropping 40 per cent by 0.5 Myr. This is due to the high effective α facilitating rapid viscous evolution, particularly beyond about 20 AU as illustrated in the upper right hand panel of Figure 1 . The effective viscosity, α, is indeed high enough that disc fragmentation would be expected to occur beyond r ∼ 30 AU, and such conditions could persist for tens of kyr.
In the 0.1 M case (lower panels) the fractional depletion of the disc-to-star mass ratio is less rapid, which is set by the correspondingly smaller α profile in the lower right-hand panel. In addition, the disc is never expected to fragment, even very early on. Low-mass stars would therefore be expected to host high disc-to-star mass ratios for million year timescales without fragmenting.
This smaller effective α in the lower stellar mass case arises because when we have:
• Q ∼ 1 • energy balance • the same disc size • the same disc-to-star mass ratio the cooling (and hence heating) rates are smaller in the lower stellar mass case. The effective α is directly proportional to this cooling rate (see Rice & Armitage 2009) So the expectation from these existing 1D evolutionary models is indeed that lower mass stars can support higher disc-to-star mass ratios without them undergoing fragmentation that, due to the associated lower effective viscosity, can also be retained over long periods of time.
Constraints from self-gravitating, pseudo-viscous accretion disc models
We also follow and implement their rapid approach to computing the disc size and disc-to-star mass ratio for a given accretion rate. This approach is based on that of Clarke (2009), Rice & Armitage (2009) (see also Rafikov 2015) . We set up a Q = 2 disc at all radii, with a steady accretion rate and α set by local thermodynamic equilibrium (Cossins et al. 2010) . We assume a floor temperature of T floor = 10 K in these models. This is shown for the case of a 0.1 and 1 M star in the upper and lower panels of Figure denote different disc-to-star mass ratios for different accretion rates as a function of disc size. So for example, in the 0.1 M case a disc with accretion rate of 10 −7 M yr −1 and an outer radius of 50 AU would have a disc-to-star mass ratio of M d /M * ∼ 0.7. If the disc were 100 AU for the same accretion rate the mass ratio would increase to M d /M * ∼ 0.9, and so on. Again, we are considering disc-to-star mass ratios that are high enough that the local approximation will no longer strictly apply. However, according to and this approximation is reasonable for mass ratios M d /M * < 0.5 and still roughly applies for higher mass ratios, especially if the key factor of interest is whether or not fragmentation is likely to occur.
The black contours in Figure 2 denotes a pseudo-viscous α of α = 0.1. To the upper right of that contour is the region of parameter space where we would expect fragmentation to occur. Overall then, these results also point towards stable high disc-to-star mass ratios for low-mass stars. In the 0.1 M case, discs are only susceptible to fragmentation for mass ratios > 1.4 and even then only beyond 40 AU. In the Solar mass case discs can fragment for disc-to-star mass ratios above M d /M * ∼ 0.6. This value of 0.6 is higher than the canonical M d /M * ∼ 0.1 and also higher than the results from the similar prior models of Clarke (2009) . The difference with the latter is due in part to our imposing a floor temperature (none is imposed in Clarke 2009) and in part because the cooling function employed here scales with optical depth τ as (τ + 1/τ) −1 (to account for the cooling becoming inefficient in the optically-thin regime) whereas that of Clarke (2009) scales as 1/τ. In optically thin regions these cooling functions clearly diverge, which results in the differing behaviour (we ran comparison models to confirm this). A full discussion of the differences between these approaches will be forthcoming in Cadman et al. (in preparation) .
So again, these 1D models are consistent with the general expectation that high disc-to-star mass ratios around low-mass stars can be stable against fragmentation. However, although the stability of discs around Solar mass stars is well studied with hydrodynamic simulations, the stability of these possible high disc-to-star mass ratios at low stellar masses actually now needs to be verified with hydrodynamic models, to which we dedicate the rest of this paper. Figure 2 . The mass accretion rate as a function of disc radius for different contours of disc-to-star mass ratio (blue). The upper and lower panels are for 0.1 M and 1 M stars respectively. The black contour denotes the α = 0.1 boundary (alpha increases towards the upper right) which approximately separates the regions of fragmenting and non-fragmenting parameter space. In the 0.1 M case only disc-to-star mass ratios greater than ∼ 1.5 are expected to fragment, and even then only beyond around 40AU. In the 1 M the fragmentation disc-to-star mass ratio is much lower.
SPH MODELS OF SELF-GRAVITATING DISCS
We use the smooth particle hydrodynamics code sphNG for the calculations in this paper (Bate et al. 1995 The temperature is of importance to the stability of the disc (see equations 1, 2) providing thermal support against collapse. Cooling is implemented using the hybrid radiative transfer scheme presented by Forgan et al. (2009) (we are not using a β cooling scheme) also implemented and discussed in . This couples the polytropic cooling of Stamatellos et al. (2007) with a flux limited diffusion scheme (e.g. Whitehouse & Bate 2004) . We hence use the associated non-trivial equation of state discussed in Forgan et al. (2009) .
Heating processes in these models include ∫ PdV work, shock heating and in most of our models we also account for passive irradiation by the host star, which through simple energy balance gives a minimum disc temperature
at radius R, for stellar luminosity L * (Hayashi 1981) . This minimum disc temperature is in the limit of an optically thin disc, so in reality the true minimum temperature may be somewhat lower. However, since we include non-irradiated models we also account for the opposite limiting case of an extremely optically thick disc. Determining the temperature accurately by accounting for the disc optical depth is beyond the scope of this work. However, we also use dust radiative equilibrium models to make an initial assessment of how the passive irradiation temperature may compare in section 4.3.
At early times in the star/disc lifetime when GI is expected to onset, the scaling of stellar luminosity with mass is much flatter than on the main sequence. We therefore estimate luminosities for the passive heating at 0.5 Myr using MESA Isochrones and Stellar Tracks (MIST 1 ) evolutionary tracks (Paxton et al. 2011 (Paxton et al. , 2013 (Paxton et al. , 2015 Dotter 2016; Choi et al. 2016) . We use the default initial v/v crit = 0.4 (rotation velocity to critical/break-up rotation velocity) and a Solar metallicity. The resulting luminosities are similar to those of Baraffe et al. (1998 Baraffe et al. ( , 2002 at 1 Myr (the earliest available time in those models) as illustrated in Figure 3 , which shows stellar luminosity as a function of stellar mass for these different models. For comparison, we also run a version of the grid using the Siess et al. (2000) Z = 0.01 zero age main sequence (ZAMS) luminosities, which have a much steeper dependence on stellar mass (due to the difference in stellar age, not metallicity) and orders of magnitude lower luminosity for the lowest mass stars. These latter models are also summarised in Figure 3 . Applying these ZAMS luminosities is not really physical at such an early time, however we include models using these luminosities for comparison. We do this is in part because the ZAMS luminosities have been used in other studies of irradiated self-gravitating discs and in part because it serves as a useful guide for the expected behaviour at some intermediate luminosity. However we will not provide criteria for axisymmetry in the ZAMS luminosity case.
The time evolution of the MIST luminosities is given in Figure 4 . Each of our calculations runs for a maximum of order tens of thousands of years, over which the stellar luminosity will negligibly change (either from the 0.5 Myr or ZAMS value). For simplicity, we therefore assume a constant stellar luminosity in any given calculation.
Our treatment of the stellar luminosity is relatively simple and neglects the fact that there will likely be a large column in the very inner regions of the disc. We have not accounted for factors like self-shielding either, which may Note that in addition we also run a suite of models with no internal irradiation by the host star. Included are the Baraffe et al. (1998 Baraffe et al. ( , 2002 models at 1 Myr (the earliest time in those models) for reference act to lessen the impact of irradiation in heating the outer disc. However, we note that we also include models with zero irradiation from the host star, which provides the limiting case for additional extinction. In reality it is likely that the actual heating is somewhere between that of our irradiated and non-irradiated models. We use a standard α − β artificial viscosity scheme with α art = 0.1 and β = 0.2 (e.g. see section 3.3 of . As shown in ) this produces, for these kind of simulations, an artificial viscosity with an effective α art of between α art = 0.001 and α art = 0.01. Although this will act as an additional heating source that will tend to weaken the gravitational instability, these values are well below the α ∼ 0.1 required for fragmentation. Hence, in selfgravitating discs that are close to the fragmentation boundary, the pseudo-viscosity from the gravitational instability will typically dominate over the artificial viscosity, and so this choice of artificial viscosity is unlikely to strongly influence our results.
Resolution requirements
Our calculations are only required to discern between axisymmetric discs, those that settle into a quasi-steady state where spiral density waves act to transport angular momentum, and those that fragment. Since there are over 300 models in this paper (see section 3.2) it is pragmatic to limit the resolution as much as possible without compromising the gross stability (e.g. Meru & Bate 2012; Young & Clarke 2015) . We are not concerned with the detailed nature of the instability or disc substructure, which can be very sensitive to the resolution employed (Meru & Bate 2012) , just whether it deviates from axisymmetry, which is less so.
From equation 14 of Meru & Bate (2012) (and the as- Figure 5. The ratio of particle smoothing length to disc scale height as a function of fraction of the total disc radius. For our assumed initial surface density profile, h/H is independent of the stellar mass and disc size, depending only on the disc-to-star mass ratio.
sociated discussion in that paper) the criterion for the disc being sufficiently resolved at radius R is that the ratio of the SPH particle smoothing length h to the scale height H
is <∼ 0.25 (Nelson 2006) for stellar mass M * and disc mass M d . Note that for our assumed initial surface density profile which scales as R −1 this reduces to
and hence has no dependency upon the disc size, only the disc-to-star mass ratio (of course the simulation will evolve away from these initial conditions). We use N part = 0.5 M particles for all of our calculations. In Figure 5 we plot h/H for a selection of star/discs. For disc-to-star mass ratios of 0.1 and 0.5 the outer 75 and 90 per cent of the disc has h/H < 1 respectively. It is the outer regions where instability arises and so are the most important parts of the discs to resolve. Because our calculations are, by necessity, not extremely well resolved, in Appendix A we run a convergence check for part of our grid to demonstrate that our usage of 0.5 M particles is sufficient. We also demonstrate in the Appendix that the heating from stellar irradiation substantially reduces h/H and those models are hence better resolved.
Model parameters
The discs in our models are defined in terms of their initial mass, size and minimum Q parameter. The latter sets the sound speed. The disc inner radius is 1 AU (we are not concerned with the very inner disc, since self-gravity influences the outer disc). We initially impose a surface density of the form
where Σ 1AU is set by the disc mass and size
For reference we find that the resulting surface density profile in the 1D models of 2.1 goes roughly as R −3/2 , so it is similarly steep. In a companion paper, Cadman et al. (submitted) , this steeper surface density profile motivated by the 1D models is used and the conclusions drawn in this paper still hold. We assume an initial sound speed profile of the form
though of course in the calculations where the stellar passive irradiation is accounted for there can be a substantial deviation from this initial imposed temperature structure. The value of the initial minimum Q value sets the initial thermal structure (not accounting for the stellar irradiation). We set a minimum of Q = 2 in our initial model setup. Of course in the irradiated cases the temperatures associated with this initial Q choice will be rapidly overwritten. A summary of parameters of our suite of simulations is given in Table 1 . We run each of our calculations either until they are clearly unstable, or for at least 3 Keplerian orbital timescales at the disc outer edge. Once the initial grid was completed we also ran the most massive axisymmetric discs for a factor 2 longer (i.e. to at least 6 Keplerian orbital timescales at the disc outer edge) to ensure that substructure due to selfgravity was not missed due to a longer cooling timescale. It is certainly possible, though, that some of the discs would not have had sufficient time to settle towards thermal equilibrium. However, we are mostly interested in determining the conditions under which a disc will deviate from axisymmetry, which is expected to occur in regions where the cooling timescale is comparable to the local dynamical timescale (Gammie 2001; Rice et al. 2003) . Hence, we would expect our simulations to have evolved sufficiently to capture this behaviour. In all of our models we use an inner (accretion) radius for the disc of 1 AU. found that global gravitational effects become important for M d /M * > 0.5, which was the upper limit in our initial grid of models. For calculations that were still stable we extended the grid to higher discto-star mass ratios which hence have the caveat that setting up disc-like initial conditions is probably unrealistic. However, given that these simulations are self-consistent they will still settle into states that are consistent with this large disc-to-star mass ratio.
RESULTS

Overview of SPH model grid
We begin with a general overview of our grid of models. The main summary of the behaviour of discs in our grid is given in Figure 6 . Each panel consists of points representing the disc-to-star mass ratio and stellar mass of each model. Blue squares are axisymmetric discs, red stars are models that exhibit spiral features (i.e. they are marginally stable with Q ∼ 1.7). The models that are sufficiently unstable for fragmentation to occur are further marked with a black cross. Note that we manually characterize our models, since the difference between spirals and fragmentation is unsubtle. Also recall that our stable models are run for at least a few orbital timescales of the disc outer edge. In Figure 6 , the blue line represents a criterion for separating axisymmetric/spiral discs that we will quantify in section 4.2.
The upper panels of Figure 6 use the 0.5 Myr MIST stellar luminosities, the middle panels the ZAMS Siess et al. (2000) stellar luminosities and the lower panels do not include passive stellar irradiation (refer back to Figure 3 and Table 1 for a summary of the stellar mass-luminosity functions we use, but note that the passive irradiation decreases from top to botton in Figure 6 ).
In all cases the behaviour is consistent with Kratter & Lodato (2016) (equation 2 in this paper) and the expectation from our 1D time dependent models discussed in Sections 2.1, and 2.2. We will quantify the criteria for axisymmetry further in section 4.2, but broadly as the stellar mass decreases, the maximum stable disc-to-star mass ratio increases. At the lowest stellar masses (approaching that of Trappist-1) this translates into significantly higher axisymmetric disc-to-star mass ratios of 0.5 or even higher. Furthermore larger discs are also capable of supporting higher mass axisymmetric discs. The final effect is that there is increasing stability with the amount of passive heating (stellar luminosity), which we will next discuss in more detail.
The impact of irradiation
As discussed by, for example, Cai et al. (2008) Table 1 . Summary of the grid of models used in this paper. Columns are the stellar mass, stellar luminosity from MIST, Siess et al. (2000) and whether we also consider a non-irradiated case. Next is the disc-to-star mass ratio, followed by the initial disc size, initial disc surface density and the orbital period at the disc outer edge. of a disc (by the host star or an external field) can play a key role in weakening or completely suppressing the gravitational instability in discs and this is reflected by our grid.
Our models without any stellar heating are pervasively exhibiting spirals and/or unstable to fragmentation. The additional heating from passive stellar irradiation in the ZAMS Siess et al. (2000) models suppresses spirals and fragmen-tation by increasing the thermal support against collapse (equivalently, the sound speed increases in the Toomre Q stability parameter, equation 1). This effect is even stronger in the 0.5 Myr MIST stellar models, which have higher luminosities that are also a relatively flat function of stellar mass (see Figure 3 ). Referring to Figure 6 instability even for Solar like stars, where the difference between no irradiation and the 0.5 Myr MIST stellar luminosity is axisymmetry for disc-to-star mass ratio of ≤ 0.1 and ≤ 0.3 respectively.
We further illustrate the potential importance of stellar irradiation in Figure 7 , which shows the end state of disc models in the case of a 0.3 M star and a disc-to-star mass ratio of M d /M * ∼ 0.4. All that differs between each panel is the stellar irradiation, with the left panel using the 0.5 Myr MIST luminosities, the central panel the Siess et al. (2000) luminosities and the right hand panel includes no stellar ir-radiation. For these particular star-disc parameters the difference in stellar irradiation alone is enough to change the evolutionary outcome from an axisymmetric disc, to quasisteady spirals, to fragmentation, as the stellar heating decreases. Although it is clear that stellar irradiation plays a key role and the exact luminosity can also mean the difference between spirals and fragments, more generally across our grid the disc stability is similar for the Siess et al. (2000) and MIST models. For reference, we include the azimuthally averaged Toomre Q parameter and surface density and tem- Siess et al. (2000) and the right hand panel includes no stellar irradiation. All that differs is the treatment of stellar irradiation, but the impact that this has upon the dynamical evolution can differ dramatically.
perature profile for the MIST and ZAMS irradiated models of Figure 7 in Figure 8 .
In some cases on our grid the disc is classified as having spirals for all treatments of the stellar irradiation (or lack thereof), as illustrated in Figure 9 . This shows models with MIST irradiation (left), Siess et al. (2000) ZAMS irradiation (centre) and no irradiation (right) with the same stardisc parameters. Although all three are deemed "unstable" with spirals, the model without stellar irradiation has much higher amplitude spirals since there is less heating to oppose collapse. So in addition to irradiation altering whether a disc is axisymmetric or not, it also influences the amplitude of the instability itself.
Ultimately, stellar irradiation plays an important role, which is generally to reduce the gravitational instability. Although it seems that even a small amount of heating can provide this suppression (as in the cases that use the Siess et al. 2000, models) , our models show that it is actually possible that the magnitude of the stellar luminosity can make the difference between stability, spirals and fragmentation.
We end by reiterating that our models do not account for self-shielding, or a possible large column density (and hence opacity) in the inner disc. These would potentially lower the irradiation heating and lessen its impact in stabilising discs. However the limiting case of this effect would just be our non-irradiated disc models.
Scaling of critical disc-to-star mass ratio for axisymmetry
In section 4.1 we discussed the broad properties of our grid, and have shown that the general behaviour is consistent with the expectations from our simpler one-dimensional analyses and from equation 2, taken from Kratter & Lodato (2016) .
However the thermal term in equation 2 is not trivially evaluated, making it of limited utility for evaluating the possible disc-to-star mass ratio of real systems that do/do not exhibit deviations from axisymmetry, like spirals and/or fragmentation. We provide this utility by providing axisymmetry criteria based on our model grids, for each treatment of the stellar luminosity. For our primary models that consider 0.5 Myr stars with MIST luminosities, the criterion on the disc-to-star mass ratio for an axisymmetric disc is reasonably described by
where R d is the disc outer radius. This function is overplotted as the blue curve on the upper panels of Figure 6 . At very low stellar masses the agreement is less good, with discs actually more likely to be axisymmetric than this expression predicts. This further steepening of the function at very low stellar masses is due to the flatter mass-luminosity distribution at such an early stage in the stellar lifetime (i.e. there is higher luminosity at low stellar mass in the models using the MIST luminosities compared to those on the ZAMS). However the impact upon the accuracy is relatively small and equation 9 still places much tighter constraints on the possible disc parameters than those that are usually applied, whilst remaining simple. Adding in a mass-dependent luminosity term in equation 9 to improve the agreement would add substantial complexity, reducing the utility, without significantly changing the quality of the criterion. We therefore favour equation 9.
We did also automatically fit for the best parameters for these criteria and find similar values. However given the relatively sparse nature of the grid and uncertainties, e.g. in The blue solid has Q > 1.5 everywhere and is axisymmetric. The orange dashed has Q ∼ 1 and exhibits quasi-steady spirals. The central and lower panels are the azimuthally averaged surface density and temperature profile for these models.
the inner optical depth, we choose to retain our manually constructed criteria.
Similarly, for our Siess et al. (2000) ZAMS stellar luminosity models we find that a reasonable criterion for axisymmetry is given by
though we reiterate that the ZAMS luminosities are not expected at such an early time in the disc life and include this only to demonstrate how an intermediate luminosity distribution (e.g. due to an optically thick disc) alters the normalization. Lastly, for our non-irradiated discs.
So overall the only real distinction between our criteria for the three different treatments of the stellar luminosity is the normalisation of the critical disc-to-star mass ratio function. The same functional form provides a reasonable description of the model behaviour in spite of the steeper mass-luminosity profile at very early times (refer to Figure  3 ). Equations 9-11 are viable tools to place constraints on the modelling and interpretation of observations of real systems.
We have already mentioned that for disc-to-star mass ratios above 0.5 that global gravitational effects can become significant . In Figure 10 we compare the edge-on view of the 0.1 M star model with MIST irradiation, a 100 AU disc and disc-to-star mass ratios of 0.1 and 1 (both of which are axisymmetric). They share the same thermal scale height (since the temperature is dominated by stellar irradiation) and even significantly higher densities in the more massive disc do not lead to substantially different morphology. We note that in reality the extremely high disc-to-star mass ratios (e.g. > 0.5) will be difficult to achieve because it is unlikely that the star would begin so perfectly at at the centre of mass of the system as it does in these numerical experiments. This would lead to more complex dynamical evolution.
How effective is stellar heating of the disc?
Our criteria in equations 9 and 11 are based on the limiting cases in which the disc is optically thin and thick to the host star irradiation respectively. Since they vary in their normalization by a factor of a few, it will be important to know which extreme is most applicable in reality (in the absence of more detailed models that solve the radiative equilibrium temperature). Although addressing this fully is beyond the scope of this work, to make an initial assessment we constructed parametric static discs following Williams & Best (2014) and solved the dust radiative equilibrium temperature using the torus radiative transfer code ). We did this without self-consistently solving for the true hydrostatic structure (it was just imposed) and assumed ISM-like silicate grains. In the outer disc (beyond 20 AU in a 100 AU disc) we typically find that the ratio of the stellar irradiation floor temperature (equation 3) to the mid-plane dust radiative equilibrium temperature is ≈ 3 − 4. We re-ran our MIST stellar luminosity SPH model grid, with the floor temperature attenuated by a factor 4 (but with a lower limit of 10 K) and find that the resulting criterion is 28 per cent of the way between the optically thick and thin limiting cases
As already mentioned, we have only briefly compared the passive and radiative equilibrium temperatures in a few cases so this should be treated with caution. Nevertheless it gives an indication of how irradiation will impact disc axisymmetry in reality compared to the limiting cases.
DISCUSSION
Implications for understanding the formation of Trappist-1 like systems
The discovery of 7 roughly Earth mass planets in close orbit of the 0.08 M M dwarf Trappist-1 (Gillon et al. 2017; Luger et al. 2017 ) begs for a theoretical understanding of the formation mechanism of such a treasure trove of planets. In addition to understanding the formation mechanism for this particular system, ultimately we need to understand how frequently such systems should be able to arise. This will likely be a function of the possible initial disc parameters -which our models in this paper constrain (or, as it turns out, permit to vary somewhat dramatically) -as well as of the environment in which the proto-Trappist-1 resides . After all, other low mass M dwarfs do not so far seem to reveal similar caches of planets. Ormel et al. (2017) developed a promising model for the formation of Trappist-1 in which grains drift in to the water snow line and there undergo planetesimal formation through the streaming instability. These planetesimals then migrate inwards and undergo extremely efficient pebble accretion. Eventually they settle into mean motion resonance, with the innermost two planets not exhibiting this due to clearing of the inner disc. Ormel et al. (2017) assumed M d /M * = 0.04 for a 200 AU disc, inferred a pebble accretion efficiency of about 25 per cent and assumed that half of the drifting dust makes it to the water snow line. They also assumed that the initial dust-to-gas mass ratio (metallicity) was a factor two higher than canonical, i.e. Z = 0.02. Schoonenberg et al. (2019) recently followed up on that paradigm using a hybrid N-body, viscous evolution and analytic models. They found that indeed this process can lead to very efficient planet formation, converting more than half of the dust in their initial model into planets.
A puzzle remaining from these models is why observationally we do not see all low mass M dwarfs with so many inner planets given the ease with which they are expected to form. Schoonenberg et al. (2019) proposed that this might be due to dynamical instability of the orbital configurations .
So we do have a candidate formation mechanism that is very efficient. However some fraction of the initial dust in any disc will a) be accreted onto the parent star, b) be stranded at larger radii in the disc at other snow lines (e.g. the CO and CO 2 snow lines) and c) can be stripped in an externally driven photoevaporative wind.
Although the above proposed formation mechanism operates very early, so do these dust depletion/stranding mechanisms. The move towards understanding the prevalence (or lack thereof) of Trappist-1 like planetary systems requires understanding the viable initial conditions and possible barriers to the operation of the very promising Ormel et al. (2017) Table 2 . DSHARP discs with spirals, their disc-to-star mass ratios and the disc-to-star mass ratio for deviations from axisymmetry according to our criteria. "Equation 12" refers to our modified criterion that is motivated by our dust radiative equilibrium temperature calculations.
x Our models in this paper completely permit stable discs with the higher disc-to-star mass ratios that are expected to be required from photoevaporation models of proto-Trappist-1 by Haworth et al. (2018) , even in the face of efficient planet formation. It would therefore be interesting to adapt the models of Schoonenberg et al. (2019) to account for environmental dust stripping, compensate for this with higher initial disc masses and understand the impact that this has on their planet formation paradigm. For example, the growth of grains through the streaming instability in a higher mass disc may well operate in a very different man-ner to that expected in Ormel et al. (2017) as discussed by Forgan (2019) .
In reality it is likely that a high efficiency formation mechanism in as low a disc mass as possible will be a favoured mechanism by which the Trappist-1 planets formed. However it is also worth retaining the idea that discs around low-mass stars can remain stable against fragmentation even if the disc mass is high. Consequently, the formation process could actually be quite inefficient (< 10%). However any alternative mechanism utilising the possible higher disc mass would still have to explain the inferred water fraction of the Trappist-1 planets at ∼ 10% Dorn et al. 2018) which Schoonenberg et al. (2019) successfully reproduces. et al. (2019) recently detected a 0.46 M jup planet around the 0.12 M star GJ 3512, which challenges typical models of planet formation around low-mass stars, since massive planets are thought to form via gravitational instability (this notion was suggested by Morales et al. 2019 , for the case GJ 3512). Although our general conclusion is that low-mass stars can indeed support non-fragmenting discs at high disc-to-star mass ratios, our results are not at odds with this discovery so long as the GI zone in the disc is optically thick (otherwise the required disc-to-star mass ratios get unrealistically high, at of order the stellar mass). If a 50 AU disc is optically thick (akin to our non-irradiated case) then a disc-to-star mass ratio in the range 0.3-0.5 would exhibit the effects of self-gravity and become unstable towards the upper end. If it were GI that produced the massive planet around GJ 3512, the coupling with our results implies that discs around low-mass stars must be capable of supporting very high disc-to-star mass ratios (M d /M * > 0.3) in reality.
Implication of GJ 3512
Morales
Implications for detecting non-axisymmetric self-gravitating discs
A boundary to our full understanding of gravitational instability and its role in planet formation and disc evolution is that it has been difficult to identify observationally. This is because it is most likely to onset early, likely when the system is embedded in the natal molecular cloud, and may be active for only a small fraction of the disc lifetime, making it relatively rare to catch in action. Our models introduce a further complication in that we expect it to also preferentially onset around higher mass stars (with the caveat that the initial disc-to-star mass ratio distribution as a function of stellar mass is unknown). GI is hence also more pervasive in the less common range of the initial mass function. We therefore anticipate that the best targets for identifying gravitational instability is discs around young stars of Solar mass and above.
Given the above, a massive young disc like IM Lup (discto-star mass ratio of ∼ 0.17 and a roughly Solar mass star Cleeves et al. 2016 ) is hence a reasonable candidate and was recently shown to exhibit spirals in the DSHARP survey (Andrews et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2018) . Though Cleeves et al. (2016) infer a minimum Q of only 3.7 from their models, as Huang et al. (2018) point out the estimation of disc masses is notoriously difficult and their observations are consistent with the idea that the IM Lup spirals result from GI.
The other DSHARP discs with spirals were WaOph 6 and Elias 2-27, the latter of which in particular has been the subject of much attention as a possible self-gravitating disc (e.g. Pérez et al. 2016; Tomida et al. 2017; Meru et al. 2017; Hall et al. 2018; Forgan et al. 2018b ). The stellar masses of these two systems are roughly Solar and 0.5-0.6 M respectively. The spiral features of IM Lup, WaOph 6 and Elias 2-27 extend out to around 200, 100 and 200 AU respectively and the ages of all 3 systems are < 1 Myr.
In Table 2 we summarise the DSHARP discs with spirals and compare their measured disc-to-star mass ratios with our criteria for axisymmetry. Currently inferred (but highly uncertain, and generally thought to be underestimated) discto-star mass ratios for IM Lup, Wa Oph 6 and Elias 2-27 are 0.1 − 0.17 (where we use a range with an upper limit set by the mass over the entire disc inferred by Cleeves et al. 2016) , unknown (to the best of our knowledge) and 0.28 (Andrews et al. 2009; Ricci et al. 2010) respectively.
Both IM Lup and Elias 2-27 are consistent with having self-gravity induced spiral features if the discs are optically thick. In the extreme case of the discs being optically thin to the stellar irradiation, none of the discs would be expected to deviate from axisymmetry due to self-gravity. In order for self-gravity to explain the spirals in the DSHARP discs, they either need to be very optically thick to stellar irradiation or have masses higher than currently observationally inferred (which is possible given the high uncertainty on this measurement).
If our results were extrapolated to much higher stellar masses like proto OB stars, we would anticipate much more widespread instability. Observations of such discs are challenging owing to their scarcity, distance, short lifetimes and embedded nature. However, where resolved observations are finally becoming available we do indeed seem to be detecting evidence of gravitational instability and even fragmentation (Ilee et al. 2018; Jankovic et al. 2019) . As a simple illustration if we use the inferred stellar and disc masses from Ilee et al. (2018) of 34.2 and 5.8 M respectively, as well as the inferred disc size of 850 AU in equation 9 we get a critical ratio for axisymmetry of 0.15 and observed ratio of 0.17 and so would expect the instability that they have observed. Of course there is a severe limitation in assuming that our criterion can be quantitatively extrapolated to such high stellar masses, and investigating this with detailed models will take place in future work (Cadman et al. in prep.).
A note on the time evolution of the stellar luminosity vs disc mass
In our models a higher stellar luminosity more effectively reduces gravitational instability, owing to the enhanced thermal support that it provides against collapse. Referring back to Figures 3 and 4 , which show the luminosities we assume, the stellar luminosity drops substantially between the very early evolution (0.5 Myr) and ZAMS, particularly at the low stellar mass end. This raises the notion that for some discs in which the mass did not evolve appreciably, the stability of the disc might change over time as the stellar luminosity decreases. That is, if there were an initial warm, stable, high mass disc, we can ask if it will later fragment as the luminosity and hence temperature drops. For example a 50 AU, 0.3 M disc around a 0.5 M star would be stable at 0.5 Myr according to our models, but would develop spirals once the luminosity drops to the ZAMS level.
Recall that in Figure 4 we showed the time evolution of the MIST luminosities for the stellar masses considered in our grid. The stellar luminosity actually drops towards the main sequence value over a timescale that is longer than the average disc lifetime (e.g. Haisch et al. 2001; Ribas et al. 2015) even in the Solar mass case where it takes ∼ 5,Myr to reach the ZAMS (the mean disc lifetime is ∼ 3 Myr). In the lowest stellar mass case it takes hundreds of Myr to reach the ZAMS, far beyond any observed disc lifetime.
Generally then, we anticipate that the disc mass evolution will be more rapid than the variation in stellar luminosity and so that the disc stability will not vary in time with the stellar luminosity.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We consider here the evolution of self-gravitating discs around young stars as a function of the star-disc parameters. We do so using three approaches. The first is 1D timedependent models of discs evolving under the action of self gravity. These do not follow the nature of instability directly, but the effective viscosity gives a proxy for the stability, with α ∼ 0.1 discs expected to fragment. Our second approach involves assessing the stable disc configurations from selfgravitating pseudo-viscous accretion models, again using a critical pseudo-viscous α of α ∼ 0.1.
Our primary approach is to use smoothed particle hydrodynamics calculations to directly probe what disc-to-star mass ratios can be sustained around stars of different masses, without inducing spirals or fragmenting. We also assess the impact of disc size, and of accounting for passive stellar irradiation.
We draw the following main conclusions from this work.
1. We derive approximate criteria for whether a disc is axisymmetric, exhibits spirals, or undergoes fragmentation due to self-gravity. We do this for optically thin discs irradiated by very young (0.5 Myr) stellar luminosities appropriate for the time at which discs are most likely to be subject to the effects of self-gravity, and also consider the case of no irradiation (i.e. the limiting case of a disc that is highly optically thick to the central star radiation). A disc is expected to be axisymmetric for these two cases if the disc-to-star mass ratio satisfies (13) respectively. Comparing the optically thin model approach with some preliminary dust radiative equilibrium calculations, we suggest that in reality the true criterion lies closer to the non-irradiated form with a normalisation ≈ 0.17. These criteria provide a convenient, simple and relatively quick means of estimating limits on disc masses for models of real (non-)axisymmetric disc systems. In the past, typically M d /M * < 0.1 has been assumed, but this stems from constraints largely set by the Solar nebula. Note that we distinguish between axisymmetry and spirals with these criteria, rather than "stability" and "instability", since spirals can be exhibited in quasi-steady discs (Gammie 2001; Rice et al. 2005) .
2. Applying our models to the DSHARP (Huang et al. 2018 ) discs with spirals and disc mass estimates, IM Lup and Elias 2-27, we find that both would be consistent with self-gravity induced spirals if they are optically thick to the stellar irradiation, but neither are consistent with self-gravity induced spirals in the case of the disc being optically thin. There is also the substantial caveat that disc masses are highly uncertain. For the other candidate with spirals identified in the DSHARP survey without a disc mass estimate, WaOph 6, we expect a required disc mass of 0.155 − 0.42 M for self gravity induced spirals in the limits of being optically thick and optically thin. Optimistically extrapolating our criteria to proto O stars predicts disc spirals in the fragmenting system observed by Ilee et al. (2018) 3. Very low-mass stars (∼ 0.1 M ) can sustain very high disc-to-star mass ratios before becoming so gravitationally unstable that they undergo fragmentation. This could play an important role in providing sufficient material to produce Trappist-1 like systems in the face of processes that deplete the dust reservoir (accretion, stranding at pressure maxima, external photoevaporation) even in the face of extremely efficient planet formation like that being proposed by Ormel et al. (2017) . Conversely, GI in discs around young stars is possible if they are optically thick, but still requires a disc-to star mass ratio > 0.3 for a 50 AU disc. Figure A3 . The ratio of mean smoothing length to thermal scale height. The "analytic" line is akin to that in Figure 5 . The other lines are computed from the 0.1 M star M d /M * = 1.4 model with stellar irradiation that we used for convergence testing. An h/H ∼ 0.25 is required to capture self-gravitating discs. Our models that include heating from the central source are our best resolved (since the temperature in the disc is higher) and so the the ability of irradiated discs to support high disc-to-star mass ratios cannot be due to them being under-resolved. Figure B2 . Gallery of 100 AU disc models with 0.5 Myr MIST stellar luminosities. Shown is the surface density viewed face on. Columns are different stellar mass, rows different disc-to-star mass ratio.
